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Since 2006, LES FINES LAMES has been imagining and
proposing its premium creations all over the world.

With more than 300 resellers and 71 countries reached, Made in
France products at an affordable price now delight more and
more aficionados.

By their quality of manufacture and their simple and effective
design, LES FINES LAMES products are a profitable investment
and bring novelty and pleasure to your customers.
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Meet LE PETIT by LES FINES LAMES, the ultimate aficionado pocket-
knife. A sleek yet bold, pocket sized, multi purpose friction folder knife
that you can also use to cut your cigars - we're reinventing the everyday
cigar accessory.

This cigar cutter is very easy to operate and provides the cleanest of
cuts you can imagine. Depending on how much cap you cut, you can cut
up to a 70-ring cigar.

No bigger than the other cutters on the market while being much more
versatile adding the pocket-knife dual functionality.

Lifetime warranty

Made in France
Designed in Marseille
Made in Thiers, French capital of
knifemaking since 16th century

Pocket size
Total length 11,5 cm. Blade 6,5 cm
Built-in 23 mm aperture
Lanyard hole for added safety

Perfect Cut
14C28N stainless steel

“The best cigar knife I tested”
HALFWHEEL, Sept. 2020

Presentation



LIFETIME WARRANTY : ZERO COST, ZERO WASTE OF TIME

LE PETIT by LES FINES LAMES offers a limited LIFETIME WARRANTY to all
customers.

How does it work ?

To register the product online, there is a limited LIFETIME WARRANTY activation
card inside of the box, with the website address. A unique serial number is
written on the card, and you can also scan a QR code to access the registration
page.

As a retailer, what should I do?

NOTHING. The customer becomes the actor of its own warranty. Once the
product is registered, LES FINES LAMES directly takes care of after-sale
problems.

Do somebody have to send something back?

Not at all! LES FINES LAMES identifies the problem with the final customer. Once
the issue is qualified, LES FINES LAMES send a new part or a new product to the
customer. Everywhere in the world.

NO AFTER SALE PROBLEMS, MORE TIME FOR BUSINESS

Lifetime warranty



LE PETIT by LES FINES LAMES is available in 11 Classic series
versions at 2 levels of public prices:

CARBON FIBER, Race your way up
High grade composite material used in supercar
manufacturing. Unsurpassed strength-to-weight
ratio.

MARBLEWOOD, Don’t tread on it !
Exotic wood from the Amazon basin with a
singular appearance. High contrast between the
golden body and the much darker striations.

DISCOUNT!

ZIRICOTE, The islander wood
Rare wood from the Caribbean & Central
America. Sometimes referred to as “spider-
webbing” or “landscape” grain figure.

DISCOUNT!

PADAUK, The natural red
Strong, and stiff, with exceptional stability, very
unique reddish orange coloration that darkens.

KINGWOOD, French kings’ choice
Supposedly got its name from several French
kings (Louis XIV and Louis XV) that preferred
the wood in the use of fine furniture.

ACACIA BURL, Meaningful piece !
Hardwood, rot-proof shrub, is in many cultures a
solar symbol of rebirth and immortality.

Classic series



MACASSAR EBONY, Back in black
A very durable, extremely high-density jet-black
wood, with little to no variation or visible grain.

OLIVE WOOD, The timeless classic
A very hard Mediterranean wood, prized for its
durability, color and interesting grain patterns.

PURPLEHEART, Imperial dye
Also called Amaranth, colorful Latin American
hardwood. Excellent strength properties and
unique splash of color.

CURLY MAPLE, The shimmering
North American wood with ripples in the grain
pattern create a three-dimensional effect.
Musical master !

LE PETIT by LES FINES LAMES is available in 11 Classic series
versions at 2 levels of public prices:

Classic series

SOLD OUT



FLAG SERIES - CUBA

Show your love for Cuba with our new FLAG Series in the colors of the island of
puros. In order to sublimate the support, we have chosen to leave a raw and
elegant chamfer, which blends divinely with the colors of the Cuban flag.

Special series

BEST SELLER !

Available with Compass Cuba blade



COMPASS SERIES – CUBA / DOMINICAN REPUBLIC / NICARAGUA

Take a trip to the most famous cigar regions with our COMPASS series. With the
combination of beautiful wood handles and finely engraved antique maps and
coast of arms, these LE PETIT stand for truly unique cigar cutters. Best sellers.

NICARAGUA

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

CUBA

Special series

NEW !



BARREL SERIES - COGNAC

Combine your love of cigars and the love of spirits with our brand new BARREL
Series. With its handle made of cognac barrel wood and its blade engraved with
the Grande Champagne vineyards, this LE PETIT is a truly unique cigar cutter.

Special series



SKYLINE SERIES - If you can’t find your hometown, ask us !

Available cities : La Havana, Miami, New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Las Vegas,
Phoenix, Atlanta, Houston, Dallas, Philadelphia, London, Paris, Marseille, Madrid,
Ibiza, Dubai, Kuwait City, Doha, Riyadh, Jeddah, Istanbul, Singapour, Hong Kong,
Shanghai, Taipei, Kuala Lumpur, Moscow, St. Petersburg, etc.

Special series



BRASS SERIES

We created fantastic designs to magnify brass handles.
Eye-catching pieces for people who enjoy standing out.

TATTOO SERIES

Chose the blade you want and add it to the model you prefer to create
choice and exclusivity for your store. Your customers will like it !

LEAVES HEXAGON

SKULLS

Special series



2021 LEATHER COLLECTION

With an improved design, LE PETIT cigar cutter leather cases are available in 3
new different colors : darker versions of Tan and Burgundy, and bright Black.

3 New ‘Racing' finishes with matching cigar stands and card holders : Cherry
Red, Petrol Blue and Vintage. A warm embossing work is done to give some
volume and elegance to these finishes.

Leather cases

CHERRY RED VINTAGEPETROL BLUE

BURGUNDYBLACKTAN



“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.”
Leonardo da Vinci

THE PHILOSOPHY
The design of the MONAD and DYAD by LES FINES LAMES ashtray line is a
search for balance and simplicity.

It is an ode to the spirit of the cigar: the unity achieved between the individual and
the product.

To align soul and matter, LES FINES LAMES has been inspired by two fields that
are dear to its heart: philosophy and architecture.

On one hand, ancient metaphysics gives its name to the products.

On the other hand, the Japanese Wabi-Sabi aesthetics marries the humility of the
chosen material.

Ashtray line



THE WABI-SABI -侘寂
The Wabi-sabi is the beauty of imperfect, impermanent and incomplete things
called to know the patina of time.

The Wabi-Sabi connects two principles.

The Wabi refers to the fullness and modesty that one can feel in the face of
natural phenomena.

And the Sabi, the sensation one feels when seeing things shaped by time or the
work of men.

Illustrated by the Zen garden, Wabi-Sabi also finds echo in the art of Kintsugi,
which consists of underlining the flaws of a broken object with gold.

This is the beauty of modest and humble things. The raw, minimalistic, noble and
elegant things.

Ashtray line



CONCRETE
MONAD and DYAD are made of ultra high-performance mortar, a designer material
that allows playing with shapes, sensations and colors.

Particularly adapted to trendy small architectural or decorative elements with
mineral aspect, this material widens the horizon of concrete based products that
can now be used to create real works of art.

MADE IN FRANCE
Every piece of MONAD or DYAD is unique, carefully crafted and handmade in
Paris, France.

COLORFUL
Grey, Anthracite, Green, Red, Blue. The different available variants can be easily
installed in any environment, both indoors and outdoors.

Matter and color as a grateful tribute to the world, to dreams and travels.

Should you want your own color, don't hesitate to ask!

Ashtray line



Data Sheet

Type Single Cigar Ashtray

Made in France

Height 3 cm - 1.2 inches

Width 15 cm - 6 inches

Depth 15 cm - 6 inches

Material Ultra high-
performance mortar

Weight 890 g

Protection Extra-thick 3mm Felt

MONAD

A solitary tasting is an
extraordinary moment that we
agree to refocus.

Alone in front of oneself, the
meditation and the
contemplative state that the
cigar brings provides the unity.

Ashtray line

SOLD OUT



Ashtray line

DYAD

With simplicity and newfound
balance, what could be better
than to pool these precious
moments of calm and sharing.

A harmonious moment between
two reunited parties.

Data Sheet

Type Double Cigar Ashtray

Made in France

Height 3 cm - 1.2 inches

Width 15 cm - 6 inches

Depth 15 cm - 6 inches

Material Ultra high-
performance mortar

Weight 980 g

Protection Extra-thick 3mm Felt



Sold on its own, it’s also the perfect item to create additional sales when
proposing LE PETIT, and offer your customers the full range of products.

The original Les Fines Lames cigar stand registered design. This elegant
item comes with its 2021 collection new leather cases.

Engrave text or a logo on your cigar stand, on demand.

CHERRY RED

Cigar stands

BURGUNDYPETROL BLUE

TAN BLACK CUSTOMIZED



Handmade in Portugal from genuine calf leather, this card holder will allow you
to carry your credit cards, bills and coins. Its small size will allow you to slip it
easily into your pockets.

Like the cigar stands, they are matched to the 2021 collection new leather
cases.

Perfect for marketing operations. To place on the counter to promote and
discuss the brand.

Card holders
NEW !



FREE MODULAR
DISPLAY
Dimensions : A4 sheet
(approx. 21 x 29,5 cm)
Varnished Oak finishes.

The display can be
positioned flat to fit into a
"counter" display case.
Or it can be positioned
vertically to present the
products on glass shelves.

LE PETIT by LES FINES
LAMES displays can
showcase 6 different
knives (product range),
and from 1 to 3 sheaths.

Merchandising

GOODIES
In your parcels, throughout the year, we include goodies for your own customers: branded items, 
coasters, flyers, vouchers, etc. 

POS ADVERTISING EASELS
Dimensions : A5 sheet (approx. 15 x 21 cm) 

Printed foamboard material

All Special series, Limited editions, or custom 
series could have their own.

Multiple sizes available, in any language.

A great way to show your LES FINES LAMES 
official retailer status with the logo and colors 

of your shop !



contact@lesfineslames.com


